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Description 

The  invention  relates  to  a  marker  light  accord- 
ing  to  the  preamble  of  claim  1  . 

Such  marker  lights  are  previously  known  from 
WO88/00157  wherein  a  marker  light  for  airfields, 
e.g.  for  runways,  taxistrips  or  the  like  is  described. 
The  marker  light  according  to  the  invention  is, 
however,  generally  useful  also  in  other  applications, 
where  it  is  desired  to  have  two  oppositely  directed 
light  beams  being  emitted  from  a  light  fitting  which 
is  flush-mounted  in  the  ground,  e.g.  in  road-ways, 
particularly  as  a  lane  marker,  in  interchanges,  park- 
ing  areas,  storage  areas  and  in  other  vehicle  or 
pedestrian  areas. 

A  well  known  problem  with  marker  lights  of  this 
kind,  particularly  in  airfields  where  relatively  great 
light  intensity  is  necessary  in  the  emitted  light 
beams,  is  associated  with  the  heat  development 
originating  from  the  light  source  and  the  interaction 
of  the  light  with  different  optical  components  in  the 
fitting.  Thus,  there  always  has  to  be  a  compromise 
between  the  luminous  efficiency,  on  the  one  hand, 
and  the  strenght  and  the  functional  reliability  of  the 
construction  materials  under  working  conditions, 
the  working  life  thereof,  etc.,  on  the  other  hand. 

Against  this  background,  the  main  object  with 
the  present  invention  is  to  achieve  a  marker  light 
making  it  possible  to  obtain  a  high  luminous  effi- 
ciency  and  a  high  light  intensity  in  spite  of  a 
relatively  moderate  temperature  within  the  fitting 
and  thus  to  maintain  the  strenght  and  other  func- 
tional  properties  as  well  as  the  necessary  working 
life  of  the  construction  materials. 

Secondary,  although  equally  important  objects 
are  to  achieve  a  compact  fitting  structure,  relatively 
simple  and  non-expensive  manufacture  and  assem- 
bly  and  low  maintenance  costs. 

The  above  main  object  is  achieved  for  a  mark- 
er  light  of  the  kind  defined  above  in  that  the  prism, 
being  located  between  the  light  source  and  the 
upper  cover  plate,  has  an  essentially  planar  lower 
surface,  being  perpendicular  to  the  upwardly  di- 
rected  light  bundle  from  the  light  source,  and  an 
upper  surface  with  at  least  one  saw-tooth  formation, 
the  inclined  surface  portions  of  which  having  such 
angles  of  inclination  that  the  inciding  light  will  be 
redirected  through  total  reflection  at  the  respective 
inclined  surface  portion  and  be  emitted  under  the 
least  possible  refraction  in  the  respective  adjacent, 
inclined  surface  portion,  while  at  the  same  time 
maintaining  said  essentially  perpendicular  angle  of 
incidence  onto  the  lower  saw-tooth  surface  portions 
of  the  cover  plate  and  said  desired  vertical  angle 
for  the  two  light  beams  being  emitted  from  the 
upper  surface  of  the  cover  plate. 

In  this  connection  it  should  be  mentioned  that  a 
prism  with  upwardly  directed,  inclined  surface  por- 

tions  and  a  lower,  horizontal  surface  is  previously 
known  per  se  from  US-A-4  161  770.  In  the  marker 
light  according  to  this  publication,  however,  the 
light  beams  are  emitted  directly  from  the  upper 

5  pointed  portion  of  the  prism,  which  portion  there- 
fore  protrudes  above  the  slotted  cover  of  the  hous- 
ing,  said  cover  being  located  essentially  in  the 
ground-level  plane.  Thus,  in  this  case,  the  marker 
light  does  not  comprise  an  approximately  planar 

io  transparent  cover  plate,  but  the  pointed  edge  por- 
tion  (with  large  angles  of  inclination)  protrudes 
through  the  slot  of  the  cover,  which  will  lead  to 
considerable  inconveniences  e.g.  by  snow  clear- 
ance,  wherein  the  prism  could  be  damaged  or 

75  displaced  from  its  accurately  adjusted  position. 
Through  appropiate  dimensioning  of  the  angles 

of  inclination  of  the  inclined  surface  portions,  taken 
into  account  the  refractive  index  of  the  materials  of 
the  cover  plate  and  the  prism  as  well  as  the  de- 

20  sired  vertical  angle  relative  to  the  ground  level 
plane  for  the  emitted  light  beams,  it  is  possible  to 
optimize  the  optical  arrangements  of  the  marker 
light  been  totally  reflected  at  the  respective  inclined 
surface  portion  within  the  prism,  the  bundle  por- 

25  tions,  being  directed  obliquely  upwards  in  opposite 
directions  will  be  refracted  very  little  when  being 
emitted  from  the  adjacent  inclined  surface  portions 
of  the  prism,  as  well  as  when  entering  into  the 
corresponding  saw-tooth  portions  of  the  lower  side 

30  of  the  cover  plate.  Here,  the  rays  of  the  bundle 
portions  form  approximately,  in  practice  however 
not  exactly,  a  right  angle  to  the  inclined  surface 
portion  in  question,  whereby  the  heat  development 
caused  by  refraction  in  the  internal  optic  compo- 

35  nents  of  the  marker  light  will  be  very  small  with 
associated  advantages  as  to  strenght,  in  particular 
impact  and  wear  resistance  of  the  upper  surface  of 
the  cover  plate,  dimensional  stability  and  functional 
reliability  during  operation  as  well  as  increased 

40  working  life.  Optimizing  the  dimensioning  of  the 
respective  angles  of  inclination  can  be  carried  out 
by  one  skilled  in  the  art  without  too  great  an  effort 
with  the  aid  of  classical  optic  laws,  particularly 
Snell's  refraction  law,  according  to  which  the  re- 

45  tractive  index  multiplied  by  sinus  for  the  respective 
angle  of  incidence  (to  the  normal)  are  equal  on 
each  side  of  a  boundary  surface  between  two  dif- 
ferent  media. 

Prefarebly,  the  saw-tooth  shaped  surface  of  the 
50  prism  extends  partly  into  the  lower  saw-tooth 

shaped  surface  of  the  cover  plate,  as  set  forth  in 
claim  2.  Hereby  a  satisfactory  luminous  efficiency 
will  be  obtained  even  if  the  saw-tooth  shaped  sur- 
face  portions  of  the  cover  plate  comprise  an  angle 

55  of  inclination  that  exceeds  45°  relative  to  the 
ground  level  plane  (i.e.  the  plane  of  the  cover 
plate).  By  letting  the  saw-tooth  shaped  surface  por- 
tions  of  the  prism  project  into  the  areas  between 
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the  saw-tooth  shaped  surface  portions  of  the  cover 
plate,  no  shading  effect  will  appear,  nor  will  there 
be  any  undesired  additional  refraction  in  the  adja- 
cent  surface  portions  or  any  secondary  light  beam 
caused  thereby  and  directed  in  the  wrong  direction. 

The  saw-tooth  surface  of  the  prism  therefore 
should  project  so  far  into  the  area  of  the  saw-tooth 
surface  of  the  cover  plate  that  each  emitted  bundle 
portion  from  the  respective  inclined  surface  portion 
of  the  prism  will  incide  onto  the  corresponding 
inclined  surface  portion  of  the  cover  plate  and  then 
pass  above  the  adjacent  inclined  surface  portion 
without  interacting  with  the  latter.  Such  an  inter- 
action  could  bring  about  the  above  mentioned  un- 
desired  additional  refraction. 

By  arranging  the  saw-tooth  surface  portions 
partly  within  each  other,  the  total  vertical  extension 
of  the  optical  components  may  be  reduced  which 
will  result  in  a  compact  construction.  The  construc- 
tion  will  be  even  more  compact  if  the  upper  cover 
plate  as  well  as  the  prism  include  a  number  of  saw- 
tooth  surface  portions,  particularly  partly  projecting 
into  one  another,  as  is  stated  in  claim  3.  Hereby, 
the  total  depth  of  the  marker  light  may  be  relatively 
small  and  the  casing  of  the  fitting  may  be  designed 
for  installation  into  relatively  shallow,  particularly 
existing,  holes  in  the  ground. 

Preferably  a  cover  plate  and/or  prism  is  manu- 
factured  by  hot  pressing  of  a  moulded  work  piece 
in  a  tool  (c.f.  claim  4),  whereby  subsegment  treat- 
ment  of  the  optically  active  surfaces  in  question  will 
be  unnecessary.  Hereby,  the  manufacture  will  be 
considerably  simplified  and  costworthy. 

Further  features  and  advantages  of  the  inven- 
tion  will  be  apparent  from  the  following  detailed 
description  of  a  preferred  embodiment,  with  refer- 
ence  to  the  appended  drawings. 

Fig.  1  shows  a  marker  light  according  to  the 
invention  in  a  perspective  view,  a  part  of  the 
fitting  being  cut  away  for  increased  clarity; 
Fig.  2  shows  the  marker  light  from  above; 
Fig.  3  shows  the  optical  components  schemati- 
cally  with  the  principal  light  beams;  and 
Fig.  4  shows  a  part  of  fig.  3  with  light  beams  in 
an  increased  scale. 
The  marker  light  shown  in  figures  1  and  2 

comprises  (as  well  as  the  above  mentioned  marker 
light  according  to  WO88/00157)  an  essentially  cy- 
lindrical  metal  casing  1,  particularly  of  an  alumin- 
ium  alloy,  having  a  reflector  lamp  2  mounted  in  its 
lower  part  and  a  transparent  cover  plate  3  disposed 
in  its  upper  part  and  a  likewise  transparent  prism  4 
located  there-under,  for  dividing  the  upwardly  di- 
rected,  collected  light  bundle  from  the  reflector 
lamp  into  two  opposite  bundle  portions  (c.f.  fig.  3) 
directed  obliquely  upwards.  From  the  upper  cover 
plate,  oppositely  directed  light  beams  are  emitted 
at  a  desired,  particularly  small  angle  to  the  ground 

level  plane. 
The  casing  1  is  in  this  case  divided  into  two 

parts  with  an  upper,  essentially  annular  cover  part 
1a  and  a  lower  cylindrical  part  1b  containing  the 

5  reflector  lamp  2  and  at  its  top  being  provided  with 
an  outwardly  directed  flange  portion  1c  with  an 
inner  seat  5  for  the  prism  4. 

The  cover  part  1a  of  the  casing  is  fixed  in  a 
well  housing  6,  which  is  indicated  with  dotted  lines, 

io  by  means  of  four  screws  7,  being  countersunk  in 
the  upper  surface  of  the  cover  part  1a.  A  cable 
connection  8  with  a  contact  means  8a  for  electric 
supply  to  the  reflector  lamp  2  is  contained  in  the 
lower  free  space  of  the  well  housing,  and  led 

is  through  an  opening  6a  at  the  side  of  the  well 
housing  6  to  a  cable  channel  (not  shown)  being 
disposed  in  the  ground. 

The  lower  part  1  b  of  the  casing  is  connected  to 
the  cover  part  1a  at  the  flange  portion  1c  by  means 

20  of  a  number  of  screws  9,  being  inserted  from 
below,  a  ring  seal  10  being  provided  to  guarantee 
the  necessary  tightness.  By  the  connection  of  the 
two  parts  1a,  1b  of  the  casing  it  is  at  the  same  time 
guaranteed  that  the  upper  transparent  cover  plate  3 

25  and  the  underlying  prism  4  are  being  fixed  in  well 
defined  positions  since  the  upper  cover  plate  3  fits 
into  an  upwardly  tapering,  conical  seat  11,  being 
formed  by  the  side  portion  of  the  inward  recess  of 
the  cover  part  1a,  and  lies  with  its  radially  outward, 

30  planar  lower  side  against  the  ring  seal  10  on  top  of 
the  flange  portion  1c.  The  cover  plate  is  fixed  in 
rotational  direction  by  means  of  two  oppositely 
disposed  somewhat  raised  tongues  12,  projecting  a 
certain  distance  into  the  inward  recess  of  the  cover 

35  part  1a  and  fitting  into  a  complementarily  formed 
recess  13  in  the  transparent  cover  plate  3.  Besides 
fixing  the  cover  plate  against  rotation,  these 
tongues  12  serve  as  wear  protectors,  particularly 
against  snow  clearance  by  means  of  steel  scraper 

40  blades  or  the  like,  and  also  to  relieve  from  vertical 
loads  (deriving  from  wheels  of  aeroplanes  or  ve- 
hicles),  so  that  the  stresses  on  the  transparent, 
optically  active  cover  plate  3  are  diminished  . 

The  underlying  prism  4  is  held  in  a  fixed  posi- 
45  tion  between  the  inward  seat  5  of  the  flange  portion 

1c  and  the  seal  10  against  the  lower  side  of  the 
cover  plate  3  at  its  radially  outward  side  portion.  In 
the  shown  embodiment  the  prism  is  fixed  against 
rotation  by  means  of  a  number  of  fixing  pins  14, 

50  preferably  irregularly  disposed  and  fitting  into  cor- 
responding  bores  in  the  prism  4.  The  securing 
against  rotation  can  of  course  also  be  achieved  by 
special  shoulders  or  the  like  at  the  seat  5  and 
corresponding  recesses  in  the  prism  4. 

55  At  the  lower  side  of  its  center  portion  15  (c.f. 
fig.  2)  the  cover  plate  3  is  provided  with  a  number 
of  saw-tooth  shaped,  mutually  parallel  formations  or 
recesses  (four  in  the  shown  embodiment),  forming 
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in  groups  mutually  parallel,  inclined  saw-tooth  sur- 
face  portions  16a  and  16b,  respectively  (four  of 
each  in  the  shown  embodiment,  c.f.  fig.  3),  and 
correspondingly  the  prism  4  is  provided  with  an 
equally  large  number  of  saw-tooth  shaped,  likewise 
parallel  formations  or  elevations,  forming  in  groups 
parallel,  inclined  saw-tooth  surface  portions  17a 
and  17b,  respectivly.  As  will  be  seen  from  figures  3 
and  4,  the  saw-tooth  shaped  formations  project  into 
each  other  in  a  gear-tooth-like  manner,  however, 
without  contacting  each  other.  Further,  the  angles 
of  inclination  are  generally  different  for  the  surface 
portions  16a,  16b,  on  the  one  hand  and  the  surface 
portions  17a,  17b,  on  the  other  hand. 

The  light  source,  i.e.  the  reflector  lamp  2  in  the 
shown  embodiment,  emits  a  collected,  upwardly 
directed  bundle  with  mutually  parallel,  vertically 
directed  light  rays  Li  ,  L2  ,  striking  the  planar  lower 
side  4a  of  the  prism  4  at  a  right  angle,  so  that  the 
inavoidable  losses  due  to  certain  reflection  be- 
comes  minimal.  The  reflection  ratio  in  the  lower 
surface  of  the  prism  4  may  be  reduced  from  nor- 
mally  about  4%  to  considerabely  lower  values  by 
application  of  an  anti-reflex  coating  to  the  lower 
surface  4a. 

Thus,  the  light  rays  Li  ,  L2,  continue  vertically 
upwards  through  the  prism  4  still  in  the  form  of  a 
collected  light  bundle.  The  light  rays  Li  (c.f.  fig.4), 
which  strike  against  the  inclined  surface  portions 
17b  (the  right  part  of  the  respective  saw-tooth 
formation)  are  totally  reflected  at  the  boundary  sur- 
face  to  the  air  between  the  lower  and  the  upper 
saw-tooth  formations  (at  Bi  for  the  ray  Li  in  fig.  4), 
so  that  these  light  rays  Li  are  redirected  obliquely 
upwards  (to  the  left  in  figures  3  and  4)  and  pass 
through  the  upper  part  of  the  adjacent  inclined 
surface  portion  17a  of  the  same  saw-tooth  forma- 
tion  (at  Ai  in  fig.  4).  The  light  rays  L2  are  cor- 
respondingly  totally  reflected  against  said  adjacent 
surface  portion  17a  (at  B2  in  fig.  4)  and  redirected 
obliquely  upwards  (to  the  right  in  figures  3  and  4), 
so  that  they  will  pass  through  the  respective  sur- 
face  portion  17b  (at  A2  in  fig.  4). 

Provided  that 
-  the  cover  plate  3  has  a  refractive  index  of  1  .4 

whereas  the  prism  has  a  refractive  index  of 
1.5; 

-  the  upper  inclined  portions  3a,  3b  of  the 
cover  plate  3  have  an  angle  of  inclination  S  = 
9  °  to  the  ground  level  plane; 

-  the  emitted  light  beams  Li"  and  L2"  form  an 
elevational  angle  e  =  3°  to  the  ground  level 
plane; 

the  geometry  in  the  showed  embodiment  is  chosen 
such  that  the  saw-tooth  formations  16a,  16b  of  the 
cover  plate  3  form  an  acute  aperture  angle  2  y  = 
74°  and  that  the  saw-tooth  formations  17a,  17b  of 
the  prism  4  form  a  yet  more  acute  angle  2  f}  = 

56°  (see  fig.  4).  This  means  that  the  light  rays  Li 
and  L2  strike  the  respective  surface  portion  17b, 
17a  at  an  angle  of  =  28°  ,  which  will  lead  to  total 
reflection  with  the  same  angle  and  an  angle  of 

5  incidence  a  =  56°  +  28°  =  84°  against  the 
adjacent  surface  portion  17a,  17b,  respectively,  i.e. 
6°  to  the  normal.  By  refraction  in  this  boundary 
surface  (against  air)  an  outgoing  angle  of  9  °  to  the 
normal  will  occur  according  to  Snell's  law  of  refrac- 

io  tion  (refractive  index  1.5  in  the  prism  4)  or  37° 
relative  to  the  ground  level  plane,  whereby  the 
redirected  light  rays  Li  and  L2  will  incide  per- 
pendicularly  onto  the  respective  saw-tooth  surface 
portions  16a  and  16b  of  the  cover  plate  and  to- 

15  gether  form  two  oppositely  directed  bundle  por- 
tions  l_r  and  L2'  (see  figures  3  and  4),  which  form 
an  angle  of  37°  with  the  ground  level  plane. 

Thus,  the  angle  of  incidence  against  the  slight- 
ly  inclined  (S  =  9°)  upper  surface  portions  3a,  3b 

20  of  the  cover  plate  3,  will  become  90  °  -  37  °  -  9  °  = 
44°  to  the  normal,  which  will  lead  to  an  outgoing 
angle  of  78°  to  the  normal  (refractive  index  1.4  in 
the  cover  plate  3),  i.e.  the  desired  elevational  angle 
€  =  90  •  -  78  •  -  9  •  =  3  •  . 

25  It  is  obvious  from  fig.  4  that  even  the  light  ray 
L2,  which  incides  onto  the  point  B2  of  the  surface 
portion  17a,  i.e.  close  to  the  lower  edge  portion 
between  the  adjacent  surface  portions  17a  and 
17b,  will  go  free  from  the  adjacent  (to  the  right) 

30  saw-tooth  formation  1  6a,  1  6b  (dashed)  of  the  cover 
plate  3  after  refraction  at  A2,  passage  through  the 
intermediate  air  space  and  entrance  into  the  cover 
plate  3  through  the  surface  portion  16b.  Thus,  no 
matter  where  the  total  reflection  against  the  sur- 

35  faces  17a,  17b  occurs,  all  rays  Li  and  L2  will  pass 
through  the  cover  plate  3  without  meeting  any 
boundary  surfaces,  until  the  respective  bundle  por- 
tion  Li  ,  L2  reaches  the  upper,  slightly  inclined 
surfaces  3a  and  3b,  respectively,  where  they  are 

40  refracted  towards  the  ground  level  plane  and  form 
the  emitted  light  beams  Li"  and  L2",  respectively. 

In  the  shown  embodiment  the  thickness  of  the 
cover  plate  3  is  such,  that  the  bundle  portions  Li  ' 
and  L2'  will  be  completely  separated  at  the  top  in 

45  the  vicinity  of  the  upper  side  of  the  cover  plate  3, 
whereby  thus  an  optical  dead  zone  will  be  formed 
in  the  central  strip-like  portion  3c  between  the 
slightly  inclined  portions  3a,  3b.  In  the  shown  em- 
bodiment,  this  strip-like  portion  3c,  which  extends 

50  between  the  opposite  tongues  12  of  the  cover 
portion  1a,  has  a  planar  configuration.  If  the  cover 
plate  3  is  made  thinner  (or  if  the  saw-tooth  forma- 
tions  occupy  a  greater  area  transversely  to  the 
edges  of  the  saw-teeth,  i.e.  an  area  of  extension  in 

55  the  plane  of  the  drawing  according  to  fig.  3),  such  a 
dead  zone  may  be  left  out,  the  inclined  portions  3a, 
3b  being  limited  by  a  sharp  edge.  Alternatively,  the 
emitted  light  beams  Li"  and  L2"  may  partially 

4 
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overlap  one  another,  if  the  upper  surface  of  the 
cover  plate  3  is  entirely  planar,  which  is  possible  if 
a  material  with  a  higher  refractive  index,  and  more 
obtuse  saw-tooth  formations,  are  chosen  or  if  the 
elevational  angle  e  of  the  emitted  light  beams  is 
essentially  greater  than  3  °  . 

The  emitted  light  beams  Li"  and  L2"  could  be 
given  a  desired  colour  through  arrangement  of  a 
colour  filter  between  the  light  source  2  and  the 
prism  4,  for  instance  in  the  form  of  a  filter  plate  18 
(fig.  1)  above  the  reflector  lamp  2  or  as  a  surface 
coating  on  the  planar  lower  side  of  the  prism  4. 

It  is  obvious  that  the  geometry  (the  thickness  of 
the  cover  plate  3  and  the  prism  4  and  the  angles  a, 
j8,  7,  and  S)  as  well  as  the  materials  (and  thus  the 
refractive  index)  of  the  cover  plate  3  and  the  prism 
4  may  be  chosen  at  will  by  those  skilled  in  the  art 
with  proper  adjustment  of  the  different  parameters. 
Hereby,  a  great  freedom  in  the  choice  of  materials 
and  geometry  is  obtained  by  making  the  saw-tooth 
formations  either  acute  or  obtuse  and  choosing 
mutually  different  angles  of  inclination  of  the  lower 
saw-tooth  formations  16a,  16b  of  the  cover  plate  3, 
on  the  one  hand  and  the  upper  saw-tooth  forma- 
tions  17a,  17b  of  the  prism  4  on  the  other  hand.  At 
the  same  time,  however,  established  norms  con- 
cerning  strenght  and  resistance  at  occuring  tem- 
peratures  must  be  taken  into  acount.  For  example, 
as  a  material  of  the  cover  plate  3  and  or  the  prism 
4  one  can  choose  either  glass  or  various  types  of 
plastic  materials,  e.g.  epoxy  or  acrylic  plastics  or 
the  plastic  material,  which  is  marketed  under  the 
name  MEGITHAN. 

Claims 

1.  Marker  light  comprising  a  casing  (1)  to  be 
flush-mounted  into  the  ground,  comprising 

-  a  lower  light  source  (2)  adapted  to  emit  a 
collected  upwardly  directed  light  bundle 
(Li,L2), 

-  a  prism  (4)  placed  above  the  light  source 
with  inclined  surfaces  adapted  to  divide 
said  upwardly  directed  light  bundle  into 
two  bundle  portions  (Lr,L2')  being  di- 
rected  obliquely  upwards  in  opposite  di- 
rections,  and 

-  an  upper  cover  plate  (3),  being  transpar- 
ent  at  least  in  the  area  of  said  bundle 
portions,  with  an  upper,  essentially  planar 
surface  (3a,3b),  possibly  being  slightly 
inclined  in  two  opposite  directions  and, 
upon  installation  of  the  marker  light,  lying 
essentially  in  the  ground  level  plane,  and 
with  a  lower  surface  (16a,16b),  being 
saw-tooth  shaped  at  least  in  said  area, 

said  prism  (4)  and  said  saw-tooth  shaped  sur- 
face  (16a,16b)  being  mutually  adapted  in  such 

a  way  that  said  obliquely  upwards  directed 
bundle  portions  will  incide  essentially  perpen- 
dicularly  onto  the  respective  saw-tooth  surface 
portion  (16a,16b)  and,  after  passage  through 

5  the  upper  cover  plate  (3),  be  refracted  in  the 
upper  surface  (3a,3b)  thereof,  so  that  two  light 
beams  (Li",L2")  are  emitted  in  opposite  direc- 
tions  at  a  desired  vertical  angle  (e)  to  the 
ground  level  plane,  characterized  in  that  said 

io  prism  (4)  has  an  essentially  planar  lower  sur- 
face  (4a)  being  perpendicular  to  the  upwardly 
directed  light  bundle  (Li,L2)  from  the  light 
source  (2),  and  an  upper  surface  with  at  least 
one  saw-tooth  formation,  the  inclined  surface 

is  portions  (17a,17b)  of  which  having  such  angles 
of  inclination  that  the  inciding  light  will  be 
redirected  through  total  reflection  at  the  re- 
spective  inclined  surface  portion  (17a,17b)  and 
be  emitted  under  the  least  possible  refraction 

20  in  the  respective  adjacent,  inclined  surface 
portion  (17a,17b)  while  at  the  same  time  main- 
taining  said  essentially  perpendicular  angle  of 
incidence  onto  the  lower  saw-tooth  surface 
portions  of  the  cover  plate  and  said  desired 

25  vertical  angle  (e)  for  the  two  light  beams 
(Li",L2")  being  emitted  from  the  upper  surface 
of  the  cover  plate. 

2.  Marker  light  according  to  claim  1,  character- 
30  Ized  in  that  the  upper  saw-tooth  shaped  sur- 

face  (17a,  17b)  of  the  prism  (4)  extends  partly 
into  the  lower  saw-tooth  shaped  surface 
(16a,16b)  of  the  cover  plate  (3). 

35  3.  Marker  light  according  to  claims  1  or  2,  char- 
acterized  in  that  the  upper  cover  plate  (3)  as 
well  as  the  prism  (4)  are  provided  with  a  num- 
ber  of  saw-tooth  surface  portions 
(16a,16b,17a,17b). 

40 
4.  Marker  light  according  to  any  one  of  the  pre- 

vious  claims,  characterized  in  that  the  cover 
plate  (3)  and/or  the  prism  (4)  are  manufactured 
through  hot  pressing  of  a,  moulded  work  piece 

45  in  a  tool. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Markierungsleuchte  mit  einem  Gehause  (1), 
50  das  bundig  in  den  Erdboden  montierbar  ist, 

mit 
-  einer  unteren  Lichtquelle  (2)  zur  Aus- 

strahlung  eines  gesammelten,  nach  oben 
gerichteten  Lichtbundels  (Li  ,  L2), 

55  -  einem  uber  der  Lichtquelle  angeordneten 
Prisma  (4)  mit  schrag  verlaufenden  Fla- 
chen  zur  Aufteilung  des  nach  oben  ge- 
richteten  Lichtbundels  in  zwei  Bundelteile 

5 
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(L'i  ,  L'2),  die  in  entgegengesetzten  Rich- 
tungen  schrag  nach  aufwarts  gerichtet 
sind,  und 

-  einer  oberen,  wenigstens  im  Bereich  der 
Bundelteile  transparenten  Deckplatte  (3)  5 
mit  einer  oberen,  im  wesentlichen  plana- 
ren  Flache  (3a,  3b),  die  gegebenenfalls 
in  zwei  zueinander  entgegengesetzten 
Richtungen  geringfugig  geneigt  ist  und 
nach  Installation  der  Markierungsleuchte  10 
im  wesentlichen  in  einer  Ebene  mit  dem 
Erdbodenniveau  liegt,  sowie  eine  untere 
Flache  (16a,  16b)  hat,  die  wenigstens  in 
dem  genannten  Bereich  sagezahnformig 
ausgebildet  ist,  wobei  is 

das  Prisma  (4)  und  die  sagezahnformige  Fla- 
che  (16a,  16b)  gegenseitig  in  der  Weise  anein- 
ander  angepaBt  sind,  dal3  die  schrag  nach  auf- 
warts  gerichteten  Bundelteile  im  wesentlichen 
senkrecht  auf  die  jeweiligen  sagezahnformigen  20 
Flachenabschnitte  (16a,  16b)  auftreffen  und 
nach  Durchtritt  durch  die  obere  Deckplatte  (3) 
in  deren  oberer  Flache  (3a,  3b)  gebrochen 
werden,  so  dal3  zwei  Lichtbundel  in  entgegen- 
gesetzten  Richtungen  in  einem  verlangten  ver-  25 
tikalen  Winkel  (e)  zur  Ebene  des  Erdbodenni- 
veaus  abgestrahlt  werden, 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet, 
dal3  das  Prisma  (4)  eine  im  wesentlichen  pla- 
nare  Unterseite  (4a)  aufweist,  die  senkrecht  zu  30 
dem  von  der  Lichtquelle  (2)  nach  oben  gerich- 
teten  Lichtbundel  (Li  ,  L2)  verlauft,  sowie  eine 
Oberseite  mit  wenigstens  einer  Sagezahnaus- 
bildung,  deren  schrag  verlaufende  Flachenab- 
schnitte  (17a,  17b)  solche  Neigungswinkel  ha-  35 
ben,  dal3  das  auffallende  Licht  durch  Totalrefle- 
xion  an  den  betreffenden  schrag  verlaufenden 
Flachenabschnitten  (17a,  17b)  zuruckgeworfen 
und  unter  der  geringstmoglichen  Brechung  in 
dem  betreffenden  benachbarten,  schrag  ver-  40 
laufenden  Flachenabschnitt  (17a,  17b)  emittiert 
wird,  wahrend  zu  gleicher  Zeit  der  im  wesentli- 
chen  senkrechte  Einfallswinkel  auf  die  unteren, 
sagezahnformigen  Flachenabschnitte  der 
Deckplatte  und  der  verlangte  vertikale  Winkel  45 
(e)  der  beiden  von  der  oberen  Deckplattenfla- 
che  abgestrahlten  Lichtbundel  (L'1  ,  L'2)  auf- 
rechterhalten  werden. 

2.  Markierungsleuchte  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  so 
gekennzeichnet,  dal3  die  obere,  sagezahnfor- 
mig  ausgebildete  Flache  (17a,  17b)  des  Pris- 
mas  (4)  sich  teilweise  in  die  untere  sagezahn- 
formig  ausgebildete  Flache  (16a,  16b)  der 
Deckplatte  (3)  hineinerstreckt.  55 

3.  Markierungsleuchte  nach  Anspruch  1  oder  2, 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dal3  die  obere  Deck- 

platte  (3)  wie  auch  das  Prisma  (4)  mit  einer 
Anzahl  von  Sagezahn-Flachenabschnitten  (16a, 
16b,  17a,  17b)  versehen  sind. 

4.  Markierungsleuchte  nach  einem  der  voranste- 
henden  Anspruche,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet, 
dal3  die  Deckplatte  (3)  und/oder  das  Prisma  (4) 
durch  HeiBpressen  eines  geformten  Werk- 
stucks  in  einem  Werkzeug  hergestellt  sind. 

Revendicatlons 

1.  Feu  de  piste  comprenant  un  boltier  (1)  destine 
a  etre  fixe  de  maniere  a  etre  affleurant  dans  le 
sol,  comprenant  : 

-  une  source  lumineuse  inferieure  (2) 
adaptee  a  emettre  un  faisceau  lumineux 
concentre  (Li  ,  L2)  dirige  vers  le  haut, 

-  un  prisme  (4)  situe  au-dessus  de  la  sour- 
ce  lumineuse  avec  des  surfaces  incli- 
nees  adaptees  a  diviser  ledit  faisceau 
lumineux  dirige  vers  le  haut  en  deux 
portions  de  faisceau  (W,  L2')  etant  diri- 
gees  obliquement  vers  le  haut  dans  des 
directions  opposees,  et 

-  une  plaque  de  couverture  superieure  (3), 
etant  transparente  au  moins  dans  la  zone 
desdites  portions  de  faisceau,  avec  une 
surface  superieure  sensiblement  plane 
(3a,  3b),  pouvant  etre  legerement  incli- 
nee  dans  deux  directions  opposees  et, 
lors  de  I'installation  du  feu  de  piste,  se 
situant  sensiblement  dans  le  plan  du  ni- 
veau  du  sol,  et  avec  une  surface  inferieu- 
re  (16a,  16b),  etant  en  dents  de  scie  au 
moins  dans  ladite  zone, 

ledit  prisme  (4)  et  ladite  surface  en  dents  de 
scie  (16a,  16b)  etant  mutuellement  adaptes  de 
maniere  que  lesdites  portions  de  faisceau  diri- 
gees  obliquement  vers  le  haut  aient  une  inci- 
dence  sensiblement  perpendiculairement  sur  la 
portion  de  surface  en  dents  de  scie  respective 
(16a,  16b)  et,  apres  passage  a  travers  la  pla- 
que  de  couverture  superieure  (3),  soient  refrac- 
tees  dans  sa  surface  superieure  (3a,  3b),  de 
maniere  que  deux  rayons  lumineux  (Li",  L2") 
soient  emis  dans  des  directions  opposees  a  un 
angle  vertical  (e)  souhaite  par  rapport  au  plan 
du  niveau  du  sol,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit 
prisme  (4)  comporte  une  surface  inferieure 
sensiblement  plane  (4a)  etant  perpendiculaire 
au  faisceau  lumineux  dirige  vers  le  haut  (Li  , 
L2)  depuis  la  source  lumineuse  (2),  et  une 
surface  superieure  avec  au  moins  une  forma- 
tion  en  dents  de  scie,  dont  les  portions  de 
surfaces  inclinees  (17a,  17b)  presentent  des 
angles  d'inclinaison  tels  que  la  lumiere  inci- 
dents  soit  re-dirigee  par  reflexion  totale  a  la 
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portion  de  surface  inclinee  respective  (17a, 
17b)  et  soit  emise  sous  la  moins  grande  re- 
fraction  possible  dans  la  portion  de  surface 
inclinee  adjacente  respective  (17a,  17b)  tout  en 
conservant  ledit  angle  d'incidence  sensible-  5 
ment  perpendiculaire  sur  les  portions  de  surfa- 
ces  en  dents  de  scie  inferieures  de  la  plaque 
de  couverture  et  ledit  angle  vertical  (e)  souhaite 
pour  les  deux  rayons  lumineux  (Li",  L2")  etant 
emis  depuis  la  surface  superieure  de  la  plaque  10 
de  couverture. 

Feu  de  piste  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracte- 
rise  en  ce  que  la  surface  en  dents  de  scie 
superieure  (17a,  17b)  du  prisme  (4)  s'etend  en  is 
partie  dans  la  surface  en  dents  de  scie  infe- 
rieure  (16a,  16b)  de  la  plaque  de  couverture 
(3)  . 

Feu  de  piste  selon  la  revendication  1  ou  2,  20 
caracterise  en  ce  que  la  plaque  de  couverture 
superieure  (3)  ainsi  que  le  prisme  (4)  sont 
dotes  d'un  certain  nombre  de  portions  de  sur- 
faces  en  dents  de  scie  (16a,  16b;  17a,  17b). 

25 
Feu  de  piste  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  re- 
vendications  precedentes,  caracterise  en  ce 
que  la  plaque  de  couverture  (3)  et/ou  le  prisme 
(4)  sont  fabriques  par  estampage  a  chaud 
d'une  piece  moulee  dans  un  outil.  30 
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